Growth Chart

You Are (Not) Small

BY Anna Kang

ILLUSTRATED BY Christopher Weyant

In Anna Kang and Christopher Weyant’s adorable picture book, young children learn that size is relative—and that true friendship is always “one size fits all.”

PRINTING AND ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Print these pages using a color printer. Be sure to set your printer to landscape mode and print the sheets at actual size. Test measurements with a ruler to be sure the inch lines printed at 1 inch apart. Order your pages vertically and tape together, insuring that the separations between lines at page breaks align at 1 inch throughout. Affix your growth chart to the wall with the “2 feet” mark measuring at 24 inches from the floor.
You are BIG and you are SMALL.
Bigger than me, smaller than others.
You are not BIG, you are just like me!
You are not SMALL, you are just like me!
You are getting BIG!

3 feet
Affix this growth chart to the wall 24 inches from the floor.